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‘Pursuing Justice’

To ‘Pursue’ – to follow or chase after something or someone urgently

• takes focus & intentionality

• takes effort

• takes courage



‘Pursuing Justice’

“In the little world in 
which children have their 
existence, there is nothing 
so finely perceived and 
finely felt as injustice”  

(Pip in Great Expectations 
quoted By Amrtya Sen at 
the start of his book ‘The 
Idea of Justice’). 



‘Pursuing Justice’

‘Justice’ – ‘fairness in the way people are treated’

• social justice – everyone in society is treated fairly and justly, and 
discrimination and exclusion are eliminated

“Justice is like a mosaic. It’s not only about single pieces – it’s also about all the pieces working 
together in a stunning whole. All too often we believe that our desire to pursue justice can only be 
lived out or understood in a single shard: criminal justice; international development; creation 
care; education; anti-trafficking; works of mercy and love. All of these shards are vital parts of 
God’s mosaic of justice” (Ken Wystma ‘Pursuing Justice’)



Forum Objectives

1. Deepen participants understanding of the theological and biblical 

basis for ‘pursuing justice’

2. Encourage and challenge participants to take the next step in ‘living 

justly’ as individuals

3. Explore cutting edge approaches to ‘pursuing justice’ as 

organisations and churches 





The 5 Marks of mission

The mission of the church is the mission of Christ

1. To proclaim the good news of the Kingdom

2. To teach, baptise and nurture new believers

3. To respond to human need by loving service (compassion)

4. To seek to transform unjust structures of society (justice)

5. To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation and sustain the life of 
the earth (creation care)



5 ‘marks’ of mission

The 
Lordship of 

Christ

Teaching

Evangelism

Creation Care

Justice Compassion

1. Building the 
Church

2. Serving 
society

3. Caring for 
Creation



“Integral Mission means discerning, proclaiming, and living 
out, the biblical truth that the Gospel is God’s good news, 

through the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ, for 
individual persons, and for society, and for creation. All three 
are broken and suffering because of sin; all three are included 
in the redeeming love and mission of God; all three must be 

part of the comprehensive mission of God’s people”.

(Cape Town Commitment, 1.7a)

What is Integral Mission?



Our Circles of Engagement

My world

My country

My community

My church

Me



Pursuing Justice – Biblical principles and cutting 
edge approaches

• In your church/organisation which of the 4 biblical narrative(s) is/are the 
least developed in your thinking about and response to justice issues? 
How might this effect the way you engage with justice issues?

• In your church/organisation do you see evidence of the 3 modes of 
influence at work? Share examples and consider why some might be 
more evident than others in your church/organisation.

• How might your church/organisation better listen to the ‘lament of the 
poets’ who typically highlight justice issues?

• What if any actions will you take in the light of today’s talk?



Next IM Forum

‘Tackling harmful beliefs and Practices’ 

Date: 6th March 2019

Speakers:

Susie Howe (Chair of ‘Stop Child Witch accusations’)

Anne Marie Wilson (Founder and Director of 28 Too Many)



Pursuing Gender Justice

Integral Mission – Pursuing Justice

Global Connections, London, UK

Mandy Marshall, Co-Director, Restored

Social Media: Twitter: @Rest0red

www.facebook.com/RestoredRelationships

Instagram: RestoredRelationships

Twitter: @Rest0red    #InChurchesToo

http://www.facebook.com/RestoredRelationships


Exercise: The Hand of Power

• Split into pairs/two’s

• One person close their fist tight

• The other person needs to open the hand of the other person

• You have 30 seconds





Hold 4 women in your heart

• Think of four 

women in your life 

that you love –

wife, daughter, 

mother, sister, 

aunt, cousin, 

friend.

Give.net/Restored



United Nations definition of Gender 

Based Violence

"any act of gender-based violence that results in, 

or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or mental 

harm or suffering to women, including threats of 

such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of 

liberty, whether occurring in public or in private 

life.“

UN DEVAW 1993



1 in 3 women 

globally

and

1 in 4 women in 

the UK will suffer 

abuse in her 

lifetime

@Rest0red



• At least 1 out of every 3 women has 

been beaten, coerced into sex or 

otherwise abused in her lifetime.

• Some national violence studies show 

that up to 70 per cent of women have 

experienced physical and/or sexual 

violence in their lifetime from an 

intimate partner (UN Women 2013)



World Statistics 
• Women and girls together account for 71 per cent, with 

girls representing nearly three out of every four child 
trafficking victims. (WHO)

• One in 10 women in the European Union report having 
experienced cyber-harassment since the age of 15

• At least 200 million women and girls alive today have 
undergone female genital mutilation in 30 countries 
(UNICEF 2016)

• In the UK two women a week die due to domestic violence 
(British Crime Survey 2011)



Forced Sex

Around 120 million girls worldwide (slightly more than 1 in 10) have 

experienced forced intercourse or other forced sexual acts at some 

point in their lives. By far the most common perpetrators of sexual 

violence against girls are current or former husbands, partners or 

boyfriends

• Source: UNICEF 2014



Porn

• 57% of Pastors and 64% of Youth Pastors struggle 

with Porn in the USA with 1 in 20 Pastors and 1 in 

10 Youth Pastors describing their struggle as 

addiction (Christian Today)

• Porn is linked to significant increases in verbal and 

physical aggression (Wright, Tokunaga & Kraus Feb 2016)



How do those stats make you feel?



The good news is…

This is a solvable 

issue



Where is the good news?

• Mission – sharing the love and freedom that 

Christ brings

• Bible - The Bible speaks of violence and hates it.

• Church - can bring about attitude and behaviour 

change

• Gospel message - redemption



Why pursue Justice re GBV?
• Violence and abuse breaks God’s heart and it should break 

ours too

• Gender Based Violence is in our church

• It is a criminal offence in many countries

• At worst, GBV kills.

• It hinders, and be a cause of, people losing faith
•

• It undermines the achievement of the SDG’s



Phumzile Mlambo Ngcuka, 

Executive Director of UN Women

• “All countries worry me because of 

the universality of violence against 

women. The fact that 75 per cent of 

violence against women is 

domestic violence is the 

issue….The home is the unsafest 

place for a woman to be.”



Definition Domestic Abuse

‘Domestic violence is physical, sexual, psychological 
or financial violence that takes place within an 
intimate or family-type relationship and that forms 
a pattern of coercive and controlling behaviour. 
This can include forced marriage and so-called 
'honour crimes'. Domestic violence may include a 
range of abusive behaviours, not all of which are in 
themselves inherently 'violent‘. (Home office, 2013)

28

Give.net/Restored



The heart of the issue…

At the heart of domestic abuse is the abuse of 

power over another person and a desire to control

another person. 

This is the opposite of the love and freedom that 

Christ offers us.



Power Audit

• Are we aware of all the types of power we 

hold?

• Are we aware of how we use that power?



Violence and 

abuse is a 

choice.



A democratic issue

• Any woman can 

experience domestic 

violence regardless of 

race, ethnic or religious 

group, class, disability 

or lifestyle.
Photo: ‘Look Again’ (2013) 

Christian Aid, Sarah Malian 



Often a hidden issue



‘In Churches too…’

Part of the problem or 

part of the solution?



Experiences of domestic abuse

• One in four (n=109) had experienced at least one 

abusive behaviour in their current relationship; 

– this includes 12 women who have experienced 

between 10-20 abusive behaviours and six women 

who are currently in relationships where they fear 

for their lives 

• 42.2% of the whole sample had experienced at least 

one of the abusive behaviours we asked about in a 

current or previous relationship



Perceptions of domestic abuse

4

2

University of Leicester



Rt Revd Christopher Cocksworth, 

Bishop of Coventry

‘Violence against women is a 

shocking reality that has 

pervaded most human 

cultures. Whether by ‘turning a 

blind eye’ or subliminal 

religious pressure to ‘turn the 

other cheek’ where Jesus 

would have confronted an evil, 

violence against women has 

been too often unchallenged 

by the churches.’ 



Are we prepared to make a stand?



Bad responses to abuse

– minimise the impact it has (wasn’t that bad)

– reduce the event (it was only or just)

– excuse the behaviour (it was because…)

– deflect the responsibility (she made me do it)

– justify the behaviour (I have a right to sex)

– legitimise it (I need to have sex, it’s biological)

– deny it (it wasn’t me/didn’t happen/like that)

– complicit in it (I can see why you did it)



What can we do?

• Personal – education, myths debunked, 

relationship check, Men join FMS.

• Family – healthy relationship modelling, 

apologise, recognise the signs of abuse

• Church – policy, procedure, point person in place

• Community – Connect to local DA service, Care 

packs for local Refuge

• National – DA Bill, Istanbul Convention, National 

Conferences, Online 



Pursuing Justice

• Cuts to Legal Aid

• Advice and Assistance

• Speaking up

• Domestic Abuse 

Consultation

• Istanbul Convention -

ratification



RECOGNISE

• That abuse does happen in Christian relationships 
and in Churches too…

• The signs of power and control in a relationship

RESPOND

• I believe you is a helpful first response

• Within your limitations..

REFER

• To Helplines 0808 2000 247

• To Professionals - go with her if you can 

RECORD

• Any dates/times

• What ‘she said’ or others involved

• Your actions and any concerns you may have



6P’s Framework of Response

• Prevention – education, awareness, cultural 

change

• Protection – law, policing

• Provision – rape crisis, refuges, counselling 

and support

• Prosecution – implementation of the law, CPS

• Partnership – working with others locally and 

nationally who have expertise

• Prayer – pray for change in ourselves & justice



What can the church/we do?
1. Educate yourself. Download Restored’s free church pack 

www.restoredrelationships.org/churchpack

2. Discuss response at church leadership meeting

3. Training for leadership team/members

4. Men can Join First Man Standing

5. Advocate for Churches to be included in the response –

Domestic Abuse Bill & Ratification of the Istanbul Convention

http://www.restoredrelationships.org/churchpack


Jimmy Carter – President of the 

USA 1977-1981
• ‘ …in general, men 

don't give a damn. 

The average man that 

might say, I'm against 

the abuse of women 

and girls, quietly 

accepts the privileged 

position that we 

occupy.’





Men: What can you do?

1. Understand the problem and the misery it causes

2. In leadership? Discuss at Leadership level and 

create an action plan

3. Men’s group to complete the FMS bible study

4. Volunteer to resource your church with info about 

local facilities to support domestic abuse survivors / 

victims and awareness programme in their church

5. Fundraise for Restored



Key Question for Reflection

How is what I am doing 

affecting relationships?



Questions for Discussion
1. What myths have you believed about domestic abuse?

2. What are the key barriers for you and your church that 

prevent you from addressing domestic abuse? What can you 

do to change this?

3. What good practice can you share where the church has 

practically engaged on challenging men and their behaviour?

4. We all say we believe in equality but gender inequality and 

injustice continues to exist and in our churches too. What 

attitude/behaviour do you need to change in relation to gender 

to ensure all realise their full potential in life?


